
sara:
i guess not

Andre has changed to CTO_Ross

Cheryl:
ok, looks like I'm not needed :-)

Cheryl:
Have fun, all

Nicke_AGM:
:) thanks

JaZZ_DUDE has changed to FCO_AAron

The room topic has changed to Star Trek: A Call To Duty Ship Missions.

USS Delphyne 98006.08

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

CO_Ber:
::looks at reports coming in::

CTO_Ross:
::at seccondary tac::

CSEC_Spen:
::at  Security going over specs::

FCO_AAron:
::In the lounge playing the piano::

CEOLeurr:
::::::;  still in quarters relaxing waiting for her duty shift:::::::::::

FCO_AAron:
::playing a song called Misty::

SCl_Kem:
:: going over science reports @ SCI 2 ::

CMO_Maza:
::in the sickbay, finishing up on the fitness reports for the new 212 crew members::

CSO_Grant:
::on bridge, examining diagnostic reports  of scanners::

CSEC_Spen:
::starts security scans::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Short range sensors show 100% effectiveness.


FCO_AAron:
::decides to finish and get an early start on his shift::

CO_Ber:
::notices a request has been answered.....::

FCO_AAron:
::leaves the lounge::

CSEC_Spen:
::checks with security teams::

FCO_AAron:
::walks down corridors and enters lift::

CO_Ber:
*CMO Maza* To the bridge

CTO_Ross:
Spence: What is the status of the internal motion sencors? I was having trouble with them yesterday.

CSO_Grant:
::notices that to use multi-freq sweeps will increase detection abilities but need more power::


CEOLeurr:
:: begins composing a letter to her family::::::

CMO_Maza:
*CO* on my way


FCO_AAron:
COMP:bridge

CNRTelico:
::on bridge observing the crew, PADD in hand::

CSEC_Spen:
CTO: all sensors at normal sir

XO_Ktarn:
::looks over the bridge::

CMO_Maza:
::walk toward TL and enters it::

CTO_Ross:
Spence: verry well.

CMO_Maza:
TL: bridge

SCl_Kem:
:: begins monitoring SRS ::

FCO_AAron:
::enters the bridge and tells current ens that he wants to do this shift also and relieves him::

CMO_Maza:
::TL carrying the doc makes its way to the bridge::

XO_Ktarn:
co: sir with your permission I like to holding a meeting with the assit department heads about JERU

CO_Ber:
::notices Arron 10 minutes early for duty::

FCO_AAron:
ALL: good morning

CTO_Ross:
::looks over at the FCO::

CO_Ber:
::nods, sitting in chair. still going over reports::

CMO_Maza:
::TL stops at the bridge, and Maza exits::

CMO_Maza:
CO: you wanted to se me captain?

CSO_Grant:
::must ask OPS for more power so that multi-freq for long range scanners::

CO_Ber:
::looks up:: CMO: oh..that was quick.......

CMO_Maza:
::smiles::

SCl_Kem:
:: glances nonchalantly at CMO, hopes he wasn't noticed ::

CO_Ber:
CMO: I have received god news for you.....Your promotion has been approved.......Congratulations LT. jg Maza !! ::hands her half a pip::

CEOLeurr:
::::: walks over to the replicator adn gets some pancakes, sausage and coffee::::::

CSEC_Spen:
::responds from security crews on all decjs and tells them to stand down from drill::

FCO_AAron:
::thinks wow spot promo::

CMO_Maza:
CO: ....thank you! ::surprised::

CTO_Ross:
::readys all tactical systems for a system diagnostic:: CO: sir, I am prepairing to run a systems diagnostic, and tactical systems will be offline for about fifteen minutes.

FCO_AAron:
CMO:congrats

CO_Ber:
::extends hand.....shakes hers::

CMO_Maza:
FCO: thank you

SCl_Kem:
:: turns to CMO :: CMO: Congratulations.

CMO_Maza:
::shakes the CO's hand::

XO_Ktarn:
CMO: congrats

XO_Ktarn:
CO: Sir about my request?

CMO_Maza:
::nods thanks to everyone on the bridge::

CTO_Ross:
CMO: Congrats maza.

CSO_Grant:
CMO:congratulations , Dr

CEOLeurr:
::::: sits down and eats while reading ENG reports::::::

CO_Ber:
XO: yes.......approved

CSEC_Spen:
::smiles at Maza::

CO_Ber:
::sits back down....

CMO_Maza:
::smiles::

FCO_AAron:
XO: how goes it this morning?

XO_Ktarn:
so, sec, CMO: report to main conference room

CNRTelico:
::narrows eyes at Maza::

CSEC_Spen:
::thinks everything is to calm and smooth::

XO_Ktarn:
*eng*: send some from your department to the main confernce room

CO_Ber:
CMO: well you can have a seat or go back to your station.....<G> thats it for now.

CMO_Maza:
CO: is my presence needed furtheron the bridge

XO_Ktarn:
::turns and heads for the main confernce room

CTO_Ross:
*Computer*:begin diagnostic.

FCO_AAron:
::feels ignored::

CEOLeurr:
<shift leader> *xo* ill send someone

CMO_Maza:
CO: yes, I'll be on my way

CMO_Maza:
::enters TL::

CO_Ber:
CMO: ok, congratulations again.....

FCO_AAron:
::sits and waits for somthing to happen::

CMO_Maza:
::turns around:: CO: thanks

XO_Ktarn:
::Enter the confernce room and seats at the head of the table waiting for everone else to arrive::

CMO_Maza:
::enters TL, the doors close behind her::

CEOLeurr:
: grabs coffee and heads to her office off of ME:::

SCl_Kem:
:: enters the conf room behind K'tarn ::

CSEC_Spen:
*XO* Sir did you require my presence?

XO_Ktarn:
*SEC*: Yes i did

CMO_Maza:
::tells TL to go to sickbay, and then stands there admiring the shiny new pip::

XO_Ktarn:
:::in klingon::klem: did you follow the bet'lath torunment?

CNRTelico:
::wanders back to the Bridge waiting for a certain crewmember to arrive::

CSEC_Spen:
CTO: sir I will be in the confrence room

XO_Ktarn:
*CMO*: Can you please join us in the main confrence room

CSO_Grant:
::initiates multi-freq sweep with long range scanners::

CSEC_Spen:
::heads for the confrence room to join meeting

CTO_Ross:
CSEC: verry well.

CSEC_Spen:
::joins meeting::

SCl_Kem:
::: responding in Klingon ::: XO: No, I didn't have the opportunity.  I would like to compete in the next one though.

CTO_Ross:
::rerouts security through tactical::

CMO_Maza:
::hears the XO's message in the TL:: *XO* I'll be on my way

CO_Ber:
CSO: anything on scanners??

CMO_Maza:
TL: main conference room

XO_Ktarn:
::klingon::kem:i think there rigged::snorts::

CSEC_Spen:
XO: Pardon me for being late

CSO_Grant:
CO:only typical shipping so far

FCO_AAron:
CO: would you like me to piliot from OPs?

SCl_Kem:
:: Laughs :: XO:  I'll win anyway.  :: laughs again::

CO_Ber:
CSO: keep a sharp eye out.....

CMO_Maza:
::the TL halts, then makes its way to the conference room::

CSO_Grant:
CO:yes sir

CEOLeurr:
::::::  begins to do some officer work and lets her assistant Roarke take over main ENG duties while Leurr begins some desk work:::::

CO_Ber:
FCO: I have OPS......it's ok....for now

CNRTelico:
::standing in a corner of the bridge making notes on the PADD::

XO_Ktarn:
::klingon:klem: I like the mek'leth better my self

FCO_AAron:
CO: ok

XO_Ktarn:
Sec: please sit down we waiting for the cmo then we begin

CMO_Maza:
::TL stops, and the doc walks out and makes her way down the hallway to the conference room::

XO_Ktarn:
::see the CMO enter to room::

CTO_Ross:
CNR: May I please speak to you in my quarters in five minutes?

XO_Ktarn:
CMO: have a seat please

CMO_Maza:
::sits down::

FCO_AAron:
CO: L8r would you like to join me for sum JaZZ at 1000 if you are free to play

CSEC_Spen:
::sit's at the meeting table waiting for the rest of the crew to join::

SCl_Kem:
K'tarn: Yes but no where near as fun.  You can really slice someone good with the bat'leth

CNRTelico:
::surprised to hear anyone talking to him::

XO_Ktarn:
all:We will be form a Joint Emergnecy responce Unit.  other wise called JURE

CNRTelico:
Ross:  of course.

CO_Ber:
FCO: have to look at my schedule.......stay sharp..... coordinate with the CSO...double scan.......

XO_Ktarn:
all: your each here to give me inputs for your department

CTO_Ross:
::locks down tactical, and heads to the TL::

CSO_Grant:
::scans nearby planetary system::

CNRTelico:
::watches Ross leave and waits for the next lift::

XO_Ktarn:
all: Did you all read the briefing info?


FCO_AAron:
:: checks scanners and calibrates the dampers form the console::

CTO_Ross:
::arrives on deck, and goes to his quarters and awaits the arrival of the counsolor::

FCO_AAron:
CO: aye

CSO_Grant:
FCO:any strange flight bulletins coming from nearby planetary system?

CSEC_Spen:
XO:yes sir

CMO_Maza:
XO: yes

FCO_AAron:
CSO: not that I know of

CSO_Grant:
FCO:good, then I shall scan next system coming up

CNRTelico:
::arrives on crew quarters deck and saunters to Ross' Quarters::

CNRTelico (Sound - #.wav):

CTO_Ross:
::sitting in his desk, awaiting telico:: Enter

CNRTelico (Sound - DOORBELL.wav):

CTO_Ross:
*Telico*: enter

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors pick up 2 small freighters moving through the shipping lanes...........nothing out of the ordinary

XO_Ktarn:
all: what i need to know is how many personal you think should come from ur department from per team

FCO_AAron:
::wonders if anyone on the crew has read Hitchhiker;s Guide to the Galaxy::

CNRTelico:
::walks into Ross' Quarters and stops just enough for the door to close::

CNRTelico:
Ross: yes?  how can I help you?

CMO_Maza:
::thinks about what the XO has just said::

FCO_AAron:
::makes course correction for the ships wieght and all that::

SCl_Kem:
XO: 2 at most.

CTO_Ross:
Telico: I have a question for you.

XO_Ktarn:
::waits for answers

CSEC_Spen:
XO: depending on the circumstances, As many as I can get

CSO_Grant:
FCO: see any thing strange about movements from those two freighters?

FCO_AAron:
SCO: no looks normal to me but that doesn't say much

CNRTelico:
::leans against the bulkhead and folds arms in front of himself::Go ahead.

CMO_Maza:
XO: two medics would be sufficient per team

XO_Ktarn:
klem: two for science?  for what reason?

CTO_Ross:
Telico: you are new on this ship, yes?

CSO_Grant:
CO:scans are picking up two small freighters in shipping ln, so far ok

XO_Ktarn:
CMO: I agree

SCl_Kem:
XO:  So that they can confer if need be.

XO_Ktarn:
sec: well we need a number

CNRTelico:
Ross: nothing gets by you, huh.

XO_Ktarn:
klem: I beleice one sciencist would be enough per team

CSO_Grant:
:: focusses scans on the 2 freighters::

SCl_Kem:
XO: As you wish sir.

CSEC_Spen:
XO: I would like to start with 6

FCO_AAron:
CO: It wouldn't hurt to aks them stuff captian because I am not so confortable with the heavy trafic

CMO_Maza:
::thinks that maybe the medics can team up with the sci officer:

XO_Ktarn:
::thinks...geee and they thought i was paraniod::

XO_Ktarn:
Spence: I would like to limit the total team members to six

FCO_AAron:
::thinks K'tarn is paraniod::

SCl_Kem:
:: glances again at Lt. Maza ::

CSEC_Spen:
Xo: I think that security should be a top priority, but am unsure about my numbers can I get back to you

CMO_Maza:
::notices that Kem is looking at her::

CTO_Ross:
telico: okay then, I'll do this annother way. you are new onboard, and all you do is approach this crew with a negative attitude. and, as far as I can tell, you havn't even been posted to annother ship. I'm not sure, but I think your being a little rude for someone who is new to the game.

SCl_Kem:
:: smiles and glances away, wondering if his fangs were brushed this morning ::

XO_Ktarn:
sec: we need the answer today

CO_Ber:
CSO: hail them and ask for their Starfleet id numbers......check them with registry

CSEC_Spen:
Xo: yes sir. Then 6 please.

XO_Ktarn:
all: ok so we got two medical, two engineer, one science

XO_Ktarn:
Sec: that to many

CTO_Ross:
*Xo* send four tac.

CMO_Maza:
::almost lets out a grin, but checks herself and realizes she is in a meeting, so doesn't smile::

CSEC_Spen:
XO: alright than 2

FCO_AAron:
::bring the ship closer to the frieghters at 1/8 impulse::

CNRTelico:
Ross::A bit defensively, but still confident::I have not had anything but a neutral attitude toward this crew.

SCl_Kem:
:: wonders if he's being paranoid, then wonders if wondering about it makes him paranoid ::

SCl_Kem:
:: decides he's been hanging out with K'tarn too much ::

CNRTelico:
Ross: I am merely making observations that will help me get used to things.

XO_Ktarn:
sec: rember the other team members if we be cross tranined in sec methods

CSO_Grant:
*Freighter closest to Binary star*: This is the Delphyne please send your Federation Id number

Nicke_AGM:
<Freghters>::sends proper codes and manifests::

CNRTelico:
Ross: and FYI, my previous posting was DS 5

CSEC_Spen:
XO; Of course sir, just looking out for my people.  :smiles at Ktarn::

CMO_Maza:
::thinks that she should set up a time to meet with Kem'et again::

FCO_AAron:
::checking manafests to match::

XO_Ktarn:
::grins::sec: just rember they us to be mine

SCl_Kem:
:: wondering if he should get another injury to have an excuse to see the doctor ;:

CSO_Grant:
*FReighter furtherest from Binary star*: This is the USS Delphyne, please send your Federation ID number

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>::sends id number and manifest::

FCO_AAron:
::checks for a match::

XO_Ktarn:
all: ok so we have 2 sec, 2 medical, 1enigneer, and 1 scienist

CTO_Ross:
Cnr: counsolor, I'm not sure that is how some of us are taking it. at least not myself. first, you atempt to, and persist in utilizing itle conversation when I was being summond to the ready room. also, you do nothing but make notes and glair at the bridge crew. I know I'm no counsolor, but shouldnt you try to interact with some of them at least?
CSO_Grant:
CO: the freighters have sent their id numbers, sir

XO_Ktarn:
cmo: do u realy think we need to medical personal per team?

FCO_AAron:
CO: check for matches

CSO_Grant:
::inputs those id numbers and manifests to check with computer::

CNRTelico:
Ross:  What is your rank again?

FCO_AAron:
CO: so far they are ok

CMO_Maza:
XO: Actually, one medic could handle the job...

CO_Ber:
CSO: acknowledged......FCO: maintain course.

CSEC_Spen:
CMO: I think 2 medics are a good idea

CMO_Maza:
XO: but two would be good in case it is a delicate situation

CSO_Grant:
::reads that first freighter checks out ok::

FCO_AAron:
::maintains course and heading::

XO_Ktarn:
all: ok lets see.  one medical, one engineer, one SO two sec

CTO_Ross:
CNR: Luetennant, junior grade. and don't worry about pulling rank. I'm well within my limits.

CMO_Maza:
::smiles at the CSEC acknowledging her support:;

CNRTelico:
Ross: Well, mister, I am a full Lieutenant and I don't need a lecture from you on how to do my job.

XO_Ktarn:
all: rember that the team will reciev cross training bascly it be one medical spelist with the rest of the team having a medical back ground. same goes for the other departments

CSO_Grant:
::reads response from registry on 2nd freighter, hmm slower than first one::

FCO_AAron:
All: you know what I haven't had in a long time is a real burger

CSEC_Spen:
XO: sir if personel are limited I can do with one security i think 2 medics are a good idea

CNRTelico:
::Whirls around and exits Ross' quarters::

CO_Ber:
::reading current Captains logs from chair console::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the freighter farthest from the binary star comes under attacke and is destroyed..............the attacking ship seems to disapear........

XO_Ktarn:
sec: well consider most of the Delphyne's security personal have basci medical skills. I feelt that is unwise

FCO_AAron:
CSO: Did you see that?

CSEC_Spen:
::knows she is arguing for no good reason:: XO: yes sir.

CO_Ber:
::looks up::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors pick up the explosion...

CO_Ber:
REport

SCl_Kem:
:: glances again at the doctor.  Turns away quickly, doesn't want to get caught staring ::

CSO_Grant:
CO: the first freighter 's id checked out ok immediately but 2nd freigter seemed to be off or slower

CTO_Ross:
::files a report on the counsolor, and returns to the bridge::

XO_Ktarn:
all: we need to keep the time down to six personal including a command officer

FCO_AAron:
::makes a course correction around and through debris::

CSO_Grant:
::reads from scan that 1st freighter is destroyed

CMO_Maza:
XO: what is the timeframe for the training of the teams?

CSO_Grant:
CO: a  problem 1st freighter has been destroyed, attacker seems to have vanished

CSEC_Spen:
::gets up from chair rushes to Tl and spouts orders to security crew::

CO_Ber (Sound - Yellow\@Alert.wav):
FCO: all stop *XO* tothebridge......yellow alert

FCO_AAron:
~~checks space for anything~~~~

CTO_Ross:
::arrives on the bridge::

XO_Ktarn:
all: so as it stands right know we have 1 medical, 1 engineer, 1 science officer, 2 sec and one command

CSEC_Spen:
::Goes to yellow alert. Contacts pre-assigned roving patrols: Two two man patrol per deck.  Armed with type II Phasers.::

FCO_AAron:
::shuts it all of::

CTO_Ross:
::arrives at tactical just in time::

FCO_AAron:
CO: ayer

XO_Ktarn:
all: which leave us to slot open

SCl_Kem:
:: hears yellow alert... looks at XO ::

XO_Ktarn:
::stand up::*CO*: aye sir

CSO_Grant:
::scans for debris from destroyed ship also keep eye out for 2nd freighter::

CSEC_Spen:
::stands at Sec/tac out of breath::

XO_Ktarn:
all: report to battle station we will contune later

CO_Ber:
CSO: scan the area for ion trails.....

CNRTelico:
::arrives back at office and begins to organize things...again::

XO_Ktarn:
::heads for the bridge

CSO_Grant:
::brings sci up to yellow alert::

CMO_Maza:
::heads for sickbay::

CO_Ber:
::brings shields up::

FCO_AAron:
::readies an attack patern::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: second freighter moves to warp and away from the danger zone...

SCl_Kem:
:: looks at doctor one last time before goign to bridge ::

XO_Ktarn:
::rush onto the bridge and bring up a sit display::

SCl_Kem:
:: at SCI 2, checkign sensors ::

CMO_Maza:
::glances at Kem as she leaves::

CO_Ber:
XO: one freighter was destroyed........were scanning the area.shields are up

CSO_Grant:
::scans for ion trails, notes that 2nd freighter has warped away from danger area ::

CTO_Ross:
::brings up weppons systems, and powers up the shields, and offiencive systems:: Co: Sir, Tactical is at battle ready.

SCl_Kem:
:: tracks second freighters signature ::

XO_Ktarn:
so: what type of weapons where used?

CSO_Grant:
CO: 2nd freighter has left the area no proferred communication no attempt to help either

CMO_Maza:
::arrives at SB, and gives orders for the med crew to be ready::

CSEC_Spen:
CTA: all security precautions are in place::

CNRTelico:
::hears footsteps rushing by and figures something's up.  Heads for the bridge::

CO_Ber:
CSO: I want to know what happened to the attacking vessel...had to go somewhere!!?

SCl_Kem:
:: scanning debris for survivors ::

CTO_Ross:
CSEC: verry well.

CSO_Grant:
XO:scanning for weapon energy signature now

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Debris shows no survivors , the attack was swift and sudden

FCO_AAron:
~~~checks space again to see if he can pick anything up~~~~

CTO_Ross:
Co: your orders sir, orshould I just keep the systems powered up?

CO_Ber:
CSO: have some of the debris beamed aboard for study

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  No survivors detected.

CO_Ber:
CTO: maintain yellow alert.

CSO_Grant:
CO:scanning now for tachyon particles might be a cloaked vessel

CNRTelico:
::arrives on the bridge and notices Security Officer Spencer is on duty.  Eyes linger a little too long on her::

CTO_Ross:
Co: aye sir. ::locks all systems to yellow alert status::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the ship may have been destroyed remotely

CO_Ber:
ok, a bit busy at the moment <G>

CO_Ber:
uh oh

CNRTelico:
::Moves to Counselor's chair and downloads situation report::

XO_Ktarn:
Grant: anything yet?

FCO_AAron:
CO: sir at the angle the ship came in it looks like it would have been hard to get a shot off that quik

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: acknowledged

CSO_Grant:
::scans pick up debris large enough to beam up to lab::

CNRTelico:
::replays sensor logs of the attack::

CTO_Ross:
::scans the sourounding area for gravitational destortions::

XO_Ktarn:
::waits for grants answer::

CSEC_Spen:
CTAC:  Do you think it was a cloked vessel?

CO_Ber:
CSO: I want to know what kind of weapon was used.

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Sensor logs detected a signal prior to the destruction of the freight.  It may have been done remotely.

CSO_Grant:
CO: I have picked out debris suitable for study can shields be lowered to beam it in?

CTO_Ross:
CSEC: yes, I do.

FCO_AAron:
CO: we should send out a hail on all freq I think

CO_Ber:
CSO: yes. go ahead......

CSO_Grant:
::beams debris to astrophysics lab::

CO_Ber:
FCO: no comm.........

CNRTelico:
CO: I don't believe any ship attacked that frieghter.

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: acknowledged

FCO_AAron:
~~~checks again~~~~~

CSO_Grant:
::studies debris from bridge::

CO_Ber:
CNR: I didn't feel anything either..just surprise......

CSO_Grant:
::looks like explosion inside to out::

CSEC_Spen:
::contacts security to be present when devris is beamed into astrophysics::

CSO_Grant:
CO: ship was destroyed from inside like as if a bomb was remotely detonated sir

XO_Ktarn:
grant: what kind of bomb?

FCO_AAron:
FCO: form the trafic notes there were 40 people on board

CO_Ber:
CSO: can you determine the device used?

FCO_AAron:
CO:

CSEC_Spen:
::makes intense internal scans of ship::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  I've tracked the other ship, maybe we should follow them.  They were the only vessel within range.

CSO_Grant:
XO:still studying debris

XO_Ktarn:
::walks over to sec station::

CO_Ber:
XO: sounds like we can go off alert.

XO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir.  I recomand we remain at internal alert level 2 however

CO_Ber:
FCO: So you have the other freighter on your holoimager?

CSO_Grant:
CO:studying the debris for evidence of device now

CSO_Grant:
::scans for type of device or trigger ::

CMO_Maza:
::notices that the ship has stood down alert::

CTO_Ross:
::standing buy waiting for orders::

XO_Ktarn:
tac: stand down from yellow alert

FCO_AAron:
CO: yepperz

FCO_AAron:
CO: shall I intercept

CTO_Ross:
Xo: aye sir. ::unlocks systems, and stands down yellow allert::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM  : search for signals that fade from freighter 's last port maybe reveal type of trigger

CSEC_Spen:
::notifies rest of security to stand down::

CO_Ber:
FCO: and are there any other ships in our patrol route right now?

FCO_AAron:
CO: no sir

CSO_Grant:
::resets from yellow alert::

XO_Ktarn:
sec: keep us at interanl alert level 2 however

CO_Ber:
FCO: lets catch up to it them.....warp 6.

CSEC_Spen:
XO: Yes Sir.

CMO_Maza:
::tells the medical staff to stand down...but to be read just in case::

FCO_AAron:
~~~~~checks for lifeforms outin space again~~~

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  I believe that the signal would have to have been from a local source.  Either the other ship, or possibly a moon.

FCO_AAron:
::egages speed and course:L:

FCO_AAron (Sound - WARP.wav):

CSO_Grant:
::remotely commands lab to search subatomic level of debris hoping to determine type of explosive::

CO_Ber:
::looks at viewer one finger covering mouth.....thinking::

CSO_Grant:
scI_KEM: still could be timer

CSEC_Spen:
TAC: whispers:Wow is it always like this?

CMO_Maza:
::returns to her office and resumes her work on crew fitness reports::

CSO_Grant:
::notes X-ray burns on debris::

CTO_Ross:
Csec: relax, it can get worse.

SCl_Kem:
::: sees lab scans, notices something ::: CSO:  The levels of hydrogen in the debris are far too high.  I believe the explosive may have been liquid hydrogen or something like that.

CO_Ber:
FCO: eta?

FCO_AAron:
CO: 1min.

CSO_Grant:
::scans for radioactivity::

CO_Ber:
XO: hail them to stop.

CSO_Grant:
::sees hydrogen and plutonium residue::

CTO_Ross:
::runs scans of the area::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CSO_Grant:
CO: plutonium residue found in debris possible use of electrically detonated fission device

CNRTelico:
::watches the crew interact.  Particularly interested in the Security officer::

FCO_AAron:
CO: I have to slow down so I don't overrun them::

CO_Ber:
::nods at the CSO:: FCO: keep a transport distance.

XO_Ktarn:
COM: Frieghter: This is USS Ddelphyne.  Heave to and prepare to be boarded

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>*Delphyne* why? what is the problem?

FCO_AAron:
::follows the orders::

CO_Ber:
XO: tell them there might be a bomb aboard.

CSO_Grant:
CO: high levels of hydrogen implies that bomb was disguised using cargo

CTO_Ross:
::looks over at the counsolor, and shakes his head lightly, then returns to work::

XO_Ktarn:
co: SIr i recomand we tell we need to to conduct a safty inspection

CO_Ber:
CSO: start scanning the freighter for the same signature

SCl_Kem:
:: initiates scan ::

CSEC_Spen:
::looks at Ktar, hoping it's an away team that is neede

XO_Ktarn:
com:frieghter: we have reason to beleive you may have a bomb on board

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>*Delphyne* oh.....do you think.....Is that what happened to the other freighter???::calls over to XO to run a securtity check on the cargo....

FCO_AAron:
::slows to warps 3 to keep with the freighter::

CSO_Grant:
sci_KEM: alert us if plutonium is found but quietly

CTO_Ross:
::grins, hoping he is on the next away team, thinking: it's been a while...::

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>::comes to a stop::

XO_Ktarn:
sec: Have a team standing by in tr3

SCl_Kem:
CSO: Aye sir :: continuing scan ::

FCO_AAron:
::stops next to the frieghter::

CSEC_Spen:
XO:yes sir

XO_Ktarn:
captain: shall We go over conduct a search?

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>*Delphyne* what are we looking for?

CTO_Ross:
Xo: sir, I would recomend that I come with the team.

CSEC_Spen:
::informs security team 5 that they are needed in tr3

SCl_Kem:
:: notes sensor descrepancies ::

FCO_AAron:
::pulls the ship around so they are bow to bow

FCO_AAron:
::

CO_Ber:
XO: lets let the scanners and their crew do an initial search first......Then we'll go over and check them out.

XO_Ktarn:
ross: NO your need at the tac station

XO_Ktarn:
co: aye sir

CTO_Ross:
Xo: aye sir...

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  None found, but the sensors aren't showing all areas of the ship.

CSEC_Spen:
::thinks we are to close to the other ship::

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>*Delphyne* Our internal sensors arent' picking anything up....is there something special we should be looking for??

CSO_Grant:
::uses short range scanners to search for bombs, radioactivity, unusual high levels of gasses::

CO_Ber:
CSO: send your information to them.

CSEC_Spen:
CTAC: Should we advise to back this puppy up a bit?

CNRTelico:
::gets up and walks over to August's station::

CSO_Grant:
CO: they might not be looking for old fashion stuff like fission bombs

XO_Ktarn:
Com:Frieghtter: data comeing know

CTO_Ross:
Csec: no, we are fine here. just relax.

CO_Ber:
<FCO> Co: backing away, sir

CSEC_Spen:
::can't help it, the anxiety level is rising::

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>*Delphyne* thank you..receiving....::relays data to security stations::

CNRTelico:
August: you seem a bit unsure, and nervous.  Are you OK?

CSEC_Spen:
::recieves data from ship::

CTO_Ross:
Csec: if anything, just ocupy yourself with something.

CSEC_Spen:
CNRT: yes thank you, adrenilen ya know

CSO_Grant:
::checks in on lab studying debris notices etches that that corresponds to 6Ghz::

CSEC_Spen:
::nods to CTO and takes a deep breath::

CNRTelico:
August: Completely understandable.  Don't be afraid to speak up.  You are doing just fine.

CSEC_Spen:
::loksa at Telico and nods::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the freighter uses the data to check for any explosive devices ....an explosion in one of their cargo bays is heard.........the ship begins to list

CSO_Grant:
CO: debris shows that a 6 Ghz signal was present  on 1st freighter

CNRTelico:
::nods back then returns to seat::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  We got problems here .

CSEC_Spen:
::jumps from the sound of the explosion::

XO_Ktarn:
tac: Beam thus people on board cargo bay three

SCl_Kem:
CSO: Showing an explosion in their aft section.  They are listing 10%.

CO_Ber:
*Transporter Cheif* Beam the crew onboard  NOW !!

CMO_Maza:
::notices that the new crew still need to come in for a physical::

XO_Ktarn:
sec: arrange for sec teams to meet them

CTO_Ross:
Xo: aye sir.

CSO_Grant:
SCI_Kem : acknowledged

CTO_Ross:
::transports the team::

CSEC_Spen:
XO: yes sir

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>*Delphyne*looks liek we found one after all......

CSO_Grant:
CO: their captain could try emergency jettisoning of aft cargo hold

CSEC_Spen:
::contacts security team to meet the crew at the transport spot::

CNRTelico:
::not surprised to see the frieghter damaged::

CO_Ber:
*Freighter* This is Co Ber. prepare to be beamed to the Delphyne

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: reactionary bombs go off in another cargo bay........

CMO_Maza:
::wonders what is going on::

CNRTelico:
::it should be destroyed shortly::

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter>*Delphyne* aye

CO_Ber:
*CMO*: report to the cargo bay for possible injuries

CSO_Grant:
::reads more explosions from reactionary bombs on freighter::

Nicke_AGM:
<Freighter> :;calls out for beamout preparedness::

CMO_Maza:
*CO* I'll send a team there right away

XO_Ktarn:
tac: is everyone aboord yet?

CSO_Grant:
CO: freighter is suffering more explosiions

CO_Ber (Sound - Transporter.wav):

CTO_Ross:
::watches as the screans light up with warning inticators::

SCl_Kem:
:: scanning explosions ::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the last of the freighter crew is beamed abourd the freighter explodes to smitereens.........


CSEC_Spen:
::notifies security to can incoming crew for weapons::


CMO_Maza:
::sends a med team to accompany her to the cargo bay::

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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